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I
t is hard to imagine a newspaper editor who would ignore a
major fire in the heart of downtown.

The editor would send reporters and photographers. The front
page would be redesigned to display the best pictures. The
reporters would be encouraged to include detail and drama in
their writing.

Ignore it? No way. Readers expect us to cover this kind of
news.

Even the smallest papers would go after the story with all the
resources they could muster.

Something just as important to our newspapers and their
readers — something clear as a fire — was presented to newspa-
pers three years ago. The Impact study from the Readership
Institute at Northwestern University outlined a series of specific
steps newspapers could take to gain and retain readers.

“Content emphasis, service excellence and brand relevance
have great potential, separately, to build readership. Together, as
part of a newspaper’s readership strategy they have tremendous potential,” John
Lavine, director of the institute, told the ASNE convention. 

The report, based on research with 37,000 consumers and 100 daily newspapers
of all sizes, was greeted with enthusiasm by editors and publishers. Some said it
was the best roadmap ever provided to combat the problems of declining circula-
tion and readership.

Three years later, the ASNE Small Newspapers Committee, working with the
Institute, sought to determine how well the newsrooms at the nation’s smaller
newspapers were using the research results and how-to-do-it guidelines to serve
readers.

The bottom line summary of the committee’s work is cause both for optimism
and dismay. We found that half of the newspapers assessed are doing little to
implement basic practices that are proven to work with readers. Another 30-40%
are doing some, while about 10% consistently demonstrate many approaches and
techniques that connect with readers.  

If they can do it, so can the rest of us.

David B. Offer

Executive Editor ,

Central Maine

Newspapers

2003-04 Chair ,

ASNE Small

Newspapers

Committee

Cause for optimism... and dismay



How th e  a s s e s s m e n t  wa s  d on e

T
he committee asked the Institute to pull a proportionate, random sample of 100
small newspapers with circulation below 25,000 and between 25,000 and 50,000.
We wrote to each editor and asked him/her to submit copies from four pre-deter-
mined 2003 dates: Monday May 19; Wednesday May 28, Friday June 6, and

Sunday June 15 (or Saturday June 14 if the newspaper does not publish on Sundays.)

Six members of the committee met with Mary Nesbitt, managing director of the
Institute , for two days at Northwestern to discuss the reader-based criteria for
excellence and to review the newspapers.

Those criteria included:

■ A mix of content and emphasis on front pages and throughout the paper

■ Stories about ordinary people

■ In-paper promotion

■ Content that was easy to read and papers that were easy to navigate (refers,
clear sectioning, etc)

■ A variety of writing styles

■ Clarity at the individual story level

(A list of the criteria that form the basis of judgment is on page XX. We suggest that editors can
use it as a starting point to periodically assess their own newspapers.) 

It is important to note what this project was not.

This was not a contest nor was it an effort to find “the best” small papers. We
chose a random selection method to get an unbiased representation of newspapers
of this size.  Rather than ask editors to self-select issues to submit, we stipulated
certain dates to gain a realistic picture of what they typically present to readers.
The purpose of the whole exercise was to determine if specific research ideas
were taking hold in small newspapers;  and to find good examples of execution to
share with editors. 

What  we  f o und

Our first conclusion is alarming and disappointing.

Measured by any scale there are many very bad small newspapers in this coun-
try where the fundamentals of clear writing, photography, design and presentation
are lacking.  

Fully half of the sampled newspapers fell into this disappointing pile. 

This finding presents an opportunity for outreach by ASNE. 

Once past that gloomy finding, the committee agreed on 11 newspapers that pro-
vide examples of how to use some of the techniques the Institute research shows
will gain and retain readership.

Committee members then interviewed the editors of several of these papers
about their readership efforts.
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Her e  a r e  a  f ew  e xc e r p t s

The Sun (Bremerton WA) involves “ordinary people” with frequent invitations
for readers to submit stories and photos and questions about topics such as
“where’s your favorite place to bowl?”

The Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) had several articles about “ordinary people,” —
enough to make it clear that this was a strategy, not an accident. That was con-
firmed in an interview with editor Sue Deans. 

The Portsmouth Herald  (NH) developed a readership-driven content mix,
including more short vignettes and an active writing style. Then-editor Mike
Connelley described an effort to get active language. “For the copy desk we grew
a verb garden,” he said. “One day we threw verbs at a wall. It worked. We came
up with dozens and dozens of new and different and exciting verbs that con-
vinced copy editors to think differently about their heads and not use the same
old tired headline verbs.”

The Lawrence Journal-World (KS) emphasizes in-paper promotion and connec-
tions with readers through interactivity with its web site as well as a style of
writing and graphic presentation that reflects the goals of the Institute’s research.

The Chronicle Tribune (Marion OH) focuses on “ordinary people” with stories
on community champions, people who do good in the community. 

Each of these newspapers has adopted many of the approaches stemming from
the research. In interviews, some editors said they were not motivated by the
Impact study but rather by the old-fashioned goal of connecting with and serving
readers. Whatever the reason, they offer approaches editors of small newspapers
may find helpful.

The interviews with these editors, and samples of readership generating tech-
niques from several other newspapers, follow.
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Th e  Sun ,  B r em e rton ,  Wa sh .
3 1 , 5 0 0  da i ly ;  3 6 , 0 0 0  Sunday

Own e r :  S c r i p p s  Howa r d  News pa p e r s
Ed i to r :  S c o t t  War e

By Vickey Williams, 

Director , The Learning Newsroom

T
he staff of the Sun packs a lot of utility into each edition. A reader gets the feel-
ing this paper knows interesting and useful things and wants you to know them,
too. 

The Sun apparently also wants to hear from you. Its pages are peppered liberal-
ly with invitations to submit stories and photos, and policy boxes to explain for-

mats for contributions to the various newsroom depart-
ments. 

These are folks who probably nod in greeting to
strangers on the street. Direct address is common in
columns by staffers, free-lancers and community corre-
spondents. And feedback from readers is encouraged
through footers citing contact information on most every
story or column. 

The helpful, approachable tone in one issue extended to
a front-page box telling readers the paper had scheduled
work on its voicemail system that day. 

But perhaps the Sun’s most alluring quality is its non-
traditional front page. With only rare exceptions, 1A is
all-local, and reflects a flair for story selection sufficient to
make an outsider wonder, “What are those editors think-
ing in their budget meetings?” 

What they’re thinking, it seems, is readership. 

Editor Scott Ware said the practices in place today rep-
resent an evolution at the Sun, an extension of a drive
launched in the mid-’90s to make the paper more attuned
to readers. It’s an effort Ware has tried to further since
coming on staff in August 2001. 

Both he and Managing Editor Jeff Brody have been to
presentations on the Readership Institute’s Impact Study
findings. But Ware said he can’t attribute what seem to be
some very reader-focused habits to any inspiration they
received there. In fact, they see a long row ahead and

were anxious for Publisher Mike Levi’s newspaper-wide launch into the Eight
Imperatives for Growing Readership in 2004.  

“We consider ourselves to be at a good starting point,” Ware said.. “We’re gear-
ing up to begin to plumb a lot of the best practices” for growing readership.
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“We’ve been going down this path for several years but I think there are many
more steps we can take. Not all of our efforts have been fully developed.” 

Bremerton is basically a suburb to Seattle separated by the Puget Sound, Ware
says, within a metro area, but a little more isolated than the contiguous neighbor-
hoods. Print competition includes three metros and a string of non-daily newspa-
pers. When the Sun began working to increase interactions with readers seven or
eight years ago after feeling pressure from the weeklies for market share, its efforts
yielded a portrait of a diverse audience.

“It’s a mix of people intensely interested in local and some more interested in
Seattle because of their commutes,” he said. With active and retired military per-
sonnel, young professionals, conservatives and hard-core
liberals, it is a readership with a high appetite for nation
and world news and “a wide range of accessory opin-
ions,” Ware said. “It was too easy for some people to
get a metro paper for the breadth and depth and then
the weekly for the local-local.”

So the paper upped its emphasis on community-
focused content and expanded the editorial board to
include three or four readers. Likewise, the reporting
staff honed in on story subjects and writing styles
intended to make their work more relevant to readers.  

A year ago, the editors began building a corps of non-
journalist columnists who provide a daily anchor piece
for the opinion page. The reader contingent on the edi-
torial board now stands at six, or half the panel.

The changes have paid off. 

Ware cited his most recent market survey showing 40
percent of the population in the Sun’s core market con-
siders it the primary source of local news. His closest
weekly competitor won that label from 3 percent of
respondents, which Ware said is down from 30 percent
as recently as seven years ago. 

A look at a few editions points up practices that likely
led to the improvement.  Consider this 1A lineup: Lead
story on city official who hears “dangerous dog” appeals
leaving her post due to the heavy volume of cases;
anchor on a team of volunteer conservationists raising
and releasing salmon; story on unity celebration in a community that had seen
the distribution of white supremacist literature a few months earlier; story and
schedule of summer road projects. The emphasis on “ordinary people” news is
striking. 

Ware said such pages are the outcome of initiatives that started with the report-
ing staff. 

“You sit in news meetings and talk about why a story is important. Sometimes
you know why they’re important - their significance or context - and then it
never shows up in the story. We’re putting a lot of emphasis on making sure that
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it does. Some days we hit, some we miss. But it’s one of our mantras.” 

Some reporters have even taken to putting an “impact statement” on the budget
lines for their articles. “We’ve said, ‘We can’t make a good decision on your story
without it being stated for us,’” Ware said.

Featurized leads and narrative writing are great tools, Ware said, but editors have
also seen improvement by simply stressing that reporters explicitly state the signif-
icance of the vote, study, debate or other bureaucratic action making news that
day. 

“Authoritative writing is our bedrock,” he said. “That’s a reason I advocate beat
reporting. For a time, people suggested rotating reporters around beats to get voic-
es from a less imbedded perspective. We push for developing an expertise and
then worry about working around traps such as writing for sources.”

Other head-turning highlights we saw in the pages of
the Sun:

■  A free-standing nation/world section daily, complete
with a second opinion page for syndicated columnists. 

■  A robust military page — with its own letters sec-
tion and “This Date in History” feature — that Ware
says acknowledges the area’s large military population
but also allows for prominent inside play for wire pieces
on the U.S. Navy’s involvement in the war in Iraq. 

■  Page designs that stress utility, with lots of refers to
related stories or additional sources of information, along
with infoboxes to help readers who want to take action
on the topic. Elements sometimes seen as wallpaper else-
where — such as sports agate pages and entertainment
calendars — shine, thanks to extra attention to organiza-
tion and display. 

■  Where appropriate, a light-spirited tone in crisp,
catchy headlines; “By the numbers” infoboxes that
impart facts in a fun way; weekly questions for readers
such as “Where’s your favorite place to bowl?”  

■  A seven-day listing of national commentary page
columnists, so occasional readers won’t miss a favorite. 

■  Locally produced columns on fitness, nature activi-
ties, books, travel and other topics more often left to the
wires, thanks to the Sun’s stable corps of free-lancers
having knowledge in these areas. 
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Another feature more commonly seen in newspapers with larger circulation and
greater resources is its three-day-a-week Road Warrior column for commuters. 

Just as competition from the weeklies pushed the Sun to increase its focus on
its consumers, a space crunch not uncommon for small papers led the
paper to re-invent the column in its current reader-friendly format, Ware
said. 

County government reporter Travis Baker has produced articles aimed at
helping readers commute smarter since 1996. “Travis is a fanatic about it,”
Ware said. “He’s old-school; a nitty-gritty type of guy who likes to do
dailies.” When space was forcing unfortunate cuts on Baker’s 20-inch sto-
ries, readers won out with three shorter, more timely pieces each week. 

The experience level of his reporting staff is mixed, Ware said, with a
few veterans of 20-plus years and others joining the staff in the last couple
of years.  

“It’s a staff very hungry to improve its writing,” Ware said, “It’s
not like we’re trying to lead a reluctant group.”

As in every small paper, his staff would benefit from additional
positions, Ware said, “But every newsroom environment is what
you make of it. You need to create a newsroom where the feeling
is: this is a special place. The way you excel is for people to want
to excel.” 

Ware said when he went to a Readership Institute workshop in
Portland, he went in with a skeptical viewpoint but left with
much greater respect for the Impact Study and its messages.  

“Nothing about this involves dumbing down,” he said.
“Compelling writing has never
gone out of vogue.” 
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Ware also credits his paper’s contributing writers with playing a significant role
in re-focusing The Sun’s content toward readers.  

“When it comes to community columnists, it doesn’t matter where interesting
writing comes from. There are lots of things we can gripe about — we don’t have
enough reporters or photographers to do as much as we want to. We could spend
a lot of time talking about it. But the question is, How committed are you to
writing the kind of stories readers want, with whatever resources you have?”

Da i ly  Came r a ,  B ou l d e r ,  Co lo .
3 4 , 0 0 0  da i ly,  4 0 , 0 0 0  Sunday

Own e r :  S c r i p p s  Howa r d  News pa p e r s
Ed i to r :  S u e  De an s

By Brian Cooper

Executive Editor , Dubuque (Iowa) Herald-Telegraph

T
he Daily Camera was a quality newspaper long
before the Readership Institute research. However, its
editors saw the project as a way to focus its efforts
and move the paper to a higher level.

Though slowed somewhat during senior executive
transition — editor and publisher Colleen C. Conant
retired Aug. 31 — the Daily Camera is continuing with
content changes and other enhancements to sharpen its
reader focus.

The Daily Camera used a team approach. At its peak,
roughly half the newspaper’s 200 employees were
involved.

Scripps editors and Daily Camera editors had long
been interested in the Readership Institute findings, but
the project gained momentum after Conant returned
from the 2003 American Society of Newspaper Editors
convention.

Employees in various departments at many levels of
the organizational chart reviewed the initial report and
then joined more than a half-dozen committees. The
groups were divided according to the study’s categories,
including content, branding and culture. Deputy City
Editor Curtis Hubbard admits that “a little arm-twisting”
was required to round out committee rosters. “The peo-
ple who were interested stuck with it,” Hubbard said,
while some others faded from the process.

The committees developed recommendations for the
Daily Camera’s directors, who then formulated an imple-
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mentation plan in late summer. Conant’s retirement shortly afterward was a “wild
card,” Hubbard said. 

Former Daily Camera staffer Sue Deans, previously assistant managing editor of
the Rocky Mountain News, was named editor in September. Gregory M.
Anderson, advertising director at The Commercial Appeal in Memphis, arrived as
publisher in late October.

“The good news for us is that Sue agreed with most of the recommendations,”
Hubbard said. Some of the recommendations have been implemented. Others
were deferred until Anderson gets up to speed and still others were linked to the
next budget process.

Before Boulder, Deans was familiar with the
Readership Institute through her involvement in ASNE.
“I’m a believer in it,” she said. “It was interesting to me
to arrive in the middle of the process,” said Deans, who
said she reported to Boulder with her own “list” of
things she wanted to implement. An increased emphasis
on local news topped the list. However, she found
many of those items already being considered. “There is
a lot of meat in what they put together,” she said. “The
only question is how much we can get done and how
quickly.”

The Daily Camera identified these content directions:

■  Shorter stories.

■  Brighter headlines.

■  Fewer jumps.

■  Increased emphasis on local news, including reloca-
tion of the local section.

■  In-paper promotion. Space on Page 1A tells readers
about something coming in the next day’s paper. A Page
2A house ad highlights content planned for upcoming
issues.

■  More tie-in between the paper’s print and online
products. The paper increased content promotion and
complementary Web content, such as running the full
text of a document reported in the print product.

■  More “go and do” information in rails and sidebars.

■  More stories about “real people.”  These days, a reader phoning The Daily
Camera with a story suggestion is likely to receive better attention and follow-up.

■  More localization of wire stories.

One of the Daily Camera’s most recent and innovative enhancements is
“Newstracker,” a feature adapted from those carried in Milwaukee, Albany and
Seattle.  Designed as a sidebar, though it can be a stand-alone, “Newstracker” gives
an at-a-glance summary of an ongoing issue. Information is subdivided into “Last
we knew,” “Latest” and “Next.” Let’s say that the local Planning Board doesn’t
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decide anything on a controversial rezoning for a Wal-Mart. Instead of taking up
space and readers’ time with a story that is 95 percent background and 5 percent
new information, “Newstracker” gives the update concisely.

“I think one of the most powerful of the Readership Institute strategies is the
one calling for ‘more stories about people like me,’” Deans said. “Increasing our
emphasis on those stories seems to be resonating with our readers. We are looking
for more stories about life in Boulder. One good example is an occasional series
about groups that meet regularly for coffee in the morning. I hear readers say they
notice these different stories and they like it.”

“We hope to create a beat built around “life” — things that don’t happen in a
government building or at a meeting. Later we hope to use a similar approach for
our University of Colorado coverage, looking at aspects of life on the CU campus
from binge drinking to whether students read to fashion trends.”

The Daily Camera identified the need to have regular, objective measures of its
progress. It conducted a content audit, which will serve as a baseline. Hubbard
said ongoing assessment is a must. “It’s easy to get back into a rut,” he said,
adding that the biggest obstacle is “sticking with it.”

Deans agrees. “If we look at our readership a year from now we should see a
change, but it’s all anecdotal right now. My hope is that it translates into increased
circulation through increased “buzz” in the community. After all, it just takes one
good story every day to get people reading us — and if we have enough good sto-
ries, we hope folks will be running to the front door every morning, eager to see
what we have to tell them.”

Po rt smou th  (NH )  He r a l d
1 5 , 0 0 0  da i ly ;  2 1 , 0 0 0  Sunday

Own e r :  O t taway  News pa p e r s
Fo r me r  e x e c u t i v e  e d i t o r :  M i k e  Conn e l l e y

By Dave Zweifel

The Capital Times ,  Madison, Wisc.

Question: When did your paper first learn of the results of the Readership
Institute study?

Answer:  I was still at Gannett and I saw the survey results right after they
were published and put on-line.  I also had a friend at Northwestern who

told me about it.  At first I didn’t believe they could have had 37,000 respondents.
I decided to take it seriously because the survey demonstrated a real sense to
meet the needs of readers and it made you think like a customer and how we as
a paper could be more relevant to them.  I took it to my publisher and intro-
duced it to the directors (ad, circulation, etc.) at a department head meeting.  By
using the study we could learn how to market the paper.  We wound up all
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working together and I had unconditional support
from the top. 

Question: What would you cite as some of the dis-
tinguishing characteristics of your paper and its

market?

Answer: We were a typical horizontal-design
paper, stories across the top, few entry points,

modular design, muscular fonts which gave us limited
ability to use words as entry points.  In short, it was
nothing to make us different, it wasn’t an engaging
paper.  It wasn’t unusual for us to get 20 or so com-
plaints from readers about the paper in a single day.

I had gone to API and had looked into the maestro
story telling ideas, so I had some ammo and back-
ground for change.

Question: How about other readership work in the
areas of service, brand and culture? Have you seen

success there?

Answer:  We developed a brand as the “voice of
the Seacoast,” developed in-paper marketing

promos, tried to give us more of a face and personali-
ty.  We not only worked to bring more people to the
surface in our stories, along with page one promos for
what’s inside and what’s coming tomorrow, but made
sure that other departments in the newspaper were
aware of the readership study and what we’re all try-
ing to do. 

Question: From your perspective, what readership
response do you believe was the most innovative or

radical?  What brought the strongest results and the
strongest reader response?

Answer: We turned Page 2 into a stand-alone
forum page, opened it for local people to write

columns or stories that were beyond the newspaper,
made it less formal and more free to give it pure per-
sonality.  We have a lot of success with those columns,
playing off hard news, giving others a forum.  In fact,
we took the first three pages of the paper — including
page one — and gave them personality.  Page 3 became
almost a second cover of news, typically harder news
than page one, but it reinforces to readers that they’re
getting more.  We began getting reader response almost
from the beginning.  Typically, phone calls from peo-
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ple saying they like the changes, the average Joe obviously noticed them.  They
would call to say why they liked the changes.

Question: An overall impression from the committee’s review was that papers are
re-instituting projects from the past in efforts to regain closer ties with readers

— community columnists, reader submissions, etc. Have you seen this to be true?

Answer: Definitely.  The Page 2 forum just one example. Giving the paper
personality. Better event schedules in news and in sports. Readers are get-

ting to know that they’re welcome in the paper, that it’s for them, not for the
newsroom.

Question:  Have you tried to re-define what is news, or have you re-defined your
approach to news as you went through this process?  How did your reporters

take to this idea?

Answer: The first thing we did was decide there would be no more two-
source stories of 15 to 20 inches, which it seemed every reporter had been

trained to do.  We weren’t going to cover every car accident.  We decided to get
our stories more into the culture of the community.  To consider short vignettes
as important as any story.  Reporters were asked whether quotes they were using
were relevant —  did they need them.  We worked to get reporters to justify
paragraphs and quotes, to start thinking about the reader — would the reader care
about that quote or find it useful?  Changing the newsroom culture wasn’t easy,
but reporters, especially the younger ones, would find they could learn to wrap
themselves around the concept. We had to slow down the process a bit and con-
vince reporters that we didn’t need 15-20 inches from every meeting they covered
or that they had to turn in copy whether it was useful to the reader or not.
Some got the idea in 2-3 weeks, some of the older hands took months.  But we
had to break down the barrier of what they had been taught in school or on
other jobs.  It must have worked OK because we had only one of 68 staff people
leave during this time.

We made our TV grids easier to read and added color to them.  Frankly, we
didn’t waste our time on younger readers.  We’re not going to get them anyhow
until they get older, you’re wasting your time on them.  We decided to treat our
older reader well.  Pay attention to the existing reader.  Make him feel good about
getting and staying with the paper.

At the same time we became more edgy with our calendar.  Put together goofy
captions, tried to act like an alternative paper when we could.  So if a younger
reader did in fact see us, they’d think these guys are “in.”  

Question: Are you seeing circulation or readership gains that you can conclu-
sively attribute to these changes?

Answer: We did see gains, in fact circulation shot up about a year ago and
has leveled out since.  We don’t discount at the Herald, so it’s true circula-

tion and while other papers lost circulation we at least stayed even.

Question: What type of measurement did you try to apply to your work? 
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Answer: I pasted up on the wall examples of things we really liked as we
got into this, something we called “make the walls talk.”  We emphasized

the positive, rather than dwell on complaining about things that weren’t done
right.  I tried to not wear my title, editor, but to refer to “us” as a group.   We
asked everyone — circulation, advertising, the newsroom — to make us better and
we’d always ask what we could have done better.  We’d look at story entry
points, how we were helping the reader navigate through the paper, how daily
design could be more engaging.

Question: As you tried to change habits and accomplish this work, what lessons
did you learn?  What degree of effort did it — and does it take — to keep it

moving? 

Answer: Frankly, it was a lot of work.  I talked individually to each member
of each department so that everyone got to know how the changes would

affect them.  I had all 68 people give me a description of what it is they did
every day and then I wrote an action plan for all of them.  That alone took about
three weeks.  But the plans told everyone how the changes would apply to each
one of them.  I made certain everyone knew there was no hidden agenda.

The action plans changed some people’s duties
and added some.  For instance, the sports editor
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needed to daily write a clever, fun teaser for the front page as part of the job.
Another editor was charged with providing what’s coming up tomorrow front-
page promo.  Responsibilities were passed around.

For the copy desk we grew a verb garden.  One day we threw verbs at a wall.
It worked.  We came up with dozens and dozens of new and different and excit-
ing verbs that convinced copy editors to think differently about their heads and
not use the same old tired headline words.

Question:  What other tools do you wish had been available or do you believe
would still be valuable for helping papers tackle this kind of work?

Answer: What would be nice is a web page that would contain actual good
example pages.  Something that newspapers could contribute to, showing

how their pages look and what they’ve found works.  The whole front page
could be posted as a PDF, making it easy to share ideas.  

I think the most undervalued work on a newspaper in presentation and it
would be so helpful to look at what has worked and not worked for others on a
continuing basis. Maybe ASNE could provide such a service.

Jo u r na l -Wor l d ;  L aw r e n c e ,  
1 8 , 5 0 0  da i ly ;  1 9 , 0 0 0  Sunday

Own e r s h i p :  S i m on s  fam i ly  
Manag i n g  e d i t o r :  R i c h a r d  B r ac k

By T. Wayne Mitchell

Editor , Anderson (SC) Independent-Mail 

L
awrence, Kan., is best known for the University of Kansas and its basketball
Jayhawks, but in the world of small-market daily newspapers, it increasingly is
known as the home of the Lawrence Journal-World.

The Journal-World, although not one of the 100 Impact newspapers studied by
the Readership Institute, has immersed itself in the research and recommendations
of the institute, not only in the newsroom, but also in other departments.

And beyond that, the family-owned company is a national leader in conver-
gence. It operates online news, sports and entertainment sites, owns the local
cable company, provides the only source of local television news through its
6News cable station, and provides both broadband Internet and local telephone
service.
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Lawrence is a community about 45 miles west of Kansas City on gently rolling
terrain, east of the topography that spawned the term “flat as Kansas.” Douglas
County, in which it sits, has about 100,000 people; Lawrence has about 81,000. It
is foremost a university community, but also is home to a Hallmark Cards manu-
facturing plant and software, testing and assessment firm NCS Pearson.

About 25 percent of adults in the county commute to work, either east to
Kansas City or west to Topeka, the state capital. The metro newspapers from
both cities are available in Lawrence. Recent census data shows that a majority of
residents has lived in Lawrence fewer than five years; the community is heavily
wired—about 80 percent have Internet service.

The newspaper, which has been owned by the Simons family since it was
founded in 1891, has a circulation nearing 21,000. It is printed in one edition, usu-
ally with four daily sections. It typically is between 32 and 48 pages daily, with 60
or more on Sunday.  

Richard Brack, managing editor of the Journal-World, said the newspaper’s focus
on the Readership Institute and its research was a gradual thing, beginning in late
2000:
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Front page promotions are never stale.
On some days, left, they promote multi-
ple items, on others just one big blow-
out feature, right. In another version,
below, the above-mast display is mini-
mal but a rail does the promotional
heavy-lifting. 



“Some of us had been picking up bits and pieces of the research in the trades
for awhile, then from the institute’s web site. We got a boost in July 2001, when
our news editor attended an American Press Institute seminar that included a ses-
sion on the survey, presented by Mary Nesbitt. In December 2001, I heard Orage
Quarles at a regional AP meeting; he spoke passionately about the importance of
readership and the survey, and that stoked the fire a bit more.”

Brack said the research has helped him re-define his approach to news, but the
newspaper always had practiced community journalism with a local bent:

“The Journal-World always has emphasized getting
‘real people’ into its stories and telling its readers how
‘news’ will affect them. From that standpoint, our edi-
tors have just re-emphasized the need for such report-
ing.”

Initially, he focused on the research’s low-hanging fruit
— adding in-paper promotion, tweaking presentation
and improving the obituaries.

“Soon, though, the general manager (Ralph Gage) got
turned on to the research, and the focus very quickly
was company wide.” Brack said. “At this point, advertis-
ing, circulation, customer service, news — all of us are
thinking about readership initiatives as we make deci-
sions.”

Brack sees changes that have occurred in both the
service and culture areas. In circulation, home delivery
carriers have long been charged with delivering the
paper on time, bagged and on the porch, but “the
research has helped us to understand the importance of
it and to work harder to ensure our service routinely
blows away the competition,” he said.

The newspaper also has worked at breaking down
walls between departments. A monthly meeting now
brings together managers from circulation, advertising,
the business office, production, marketing, news and
upper management to share news, talk about content
issues and ideas, or to discuss problems that may have
solutions outside the news department, he said.

The company has used a training program that brings together employees from
all departments to spend a week learning what goes on in all the departments.

“Through all of that, we’ve lost a bit of the old defensive culture, I think, and
are working much more cooperatively than in the past,” Brack said.

The Journal-World may not have as many walls to pierce as some newspapers
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The Classified opener is classy and attractive,
while a large, easy-to-read map locates all garage
sales. 



because of the intense focus on convergence. The company’s newspaper, television
and online journalists operate in the same newsroom and are connected by an
intranet budgeting system that allows all to know what stories are being assigned
and where they will appear in a newscast, online or in the newspaper.

“We are arguably the most converged operation in the nation,” Brack said. “We
sit side by side, organized by coverage area rather than medium. We share news
plans every day, plan projects in cooperation with each other, and always are
looking for ways to move the audience from television to print to online.

“It’s not uncommon for TV reporters or online staffers to write for print, to see
newspaper reporters presenting stories to the TV audience, or a reporter from one
medium doing versions of the story for all three.”

Brack said the company is cross-promoting constantly to give the audience news
when and where they want it:

“For example, our online sports site pushed quarterly updates of KU football
games to cell phones…. We offer a similar product for
KU basketball, and will be using the technology to keep
political junkies updated on breaking news from the
Legislature this session.”

Brack said reader response to the kinds of things the
company is doing has been positive: “Maybe the
strongest reader response comes through our efforts to
get interactive.”

Guest columns on the op-ed pages, solicitation of e-
mail and the operation of online polls all have elicited
good response, he said.

Perhaps the best reader response has been a rising cir-
culation.

“Our monthly circulation has topped the previous
year for 28 months now,” he said. “Obviously we can’t
attribute it all to the Readership Institute imperatives,
but I would say that intense cross-promotion, plus the
imperatives, all are part of the mix—along with a grow-
ing community, good product, new approaches to mul-
timedia, and a great crew in all departments,” Brack said.

What changes based on the Readership Institute research are ahead for the
Journal-World?

Brack said the newspaper soon will start doing content promotion for the same
day and future days’ newspapers within the classified ads. That will be done by
the marketing person who is part of the advertising department but actually sits
in the newsroom and is in charge of marketing all news products, as well as gen-
eral image advertising.

The newspaper also is planning to start providing an area roundup of local gov-
ernment actions in a graphic format.

“We think people are really going to like that because we had fallen away from
paying as much attention to area local governments as we once did,” he said.
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City meetings are advanced with a box
highlighting the major issue under consid-
eration, and brief bulleted items listing
other business. 



The lesson learned from the newspaper’s experience with the Readership
Institute research is that “we’ve all just got to keep doing it, talking about it,
thinking about it, scratching for new ideas and new ways to connect with read-
ers.”

One area of the Readership Institute’s research that the Journal-World has not
put as much focus on is the use and packaging of lifestyle/feature content. The
newsroom has a fairly traditional organization with a city editor, business editor,

sports editor and photo editor. But in place of an
overall feature or lifestyle editor, the newspaper
has an arts editor and an entertainment editor,
both of whom also are writers.

In place of a designated feature/lifestyle section,
the Journal-World has five themed sections during
the week: 18 & Under, Food, Scene, Faith, and
Arts & Living. The Monday and Thursday news-
papers have no designated sections.

“We try to do a lot of lifestyle content and
entertainment in the news sections,” he said, but
some syndicated features and the comics float
between sections.

The focus on convergence and the future takes
resources, and the Journal-World appears to have
more than many in its size category.

The newsroom has about 55 people in it—41 for
the newspaper, 12 for 6News television and two
for online content, Brack said.

Tom Eblen, retired general manager and news
adviser to the Kansas University Daily Kansan and
a former managing editor of the Kansas City Star,
said the key to the Journal-World’s success is fami-
ly ownership and its president, publisher and edi-
tor Dolph C. Simons Jr.

“He spends more on product and takes less in profit,” Eblen said.

Eblen gives much of the credit for the quality in the current Journal-World to
Simons’ decision in 1993 to bring in 21-year Washington Post veteran Bill Snead as
deputy editor to run the newsroom (Snead is now senior editor) and to general
manager Gage.

Eblen said Simons made a commitment to outstanding performance, not only in
print, but also on the cable channel and online.
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A map guides readers to Jayhawk sculptures scat-
tered about the city. Another page, not shown,
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“What we have is a newspaper and a newspaper company that are trying new
things, that are investing for the future rather than sucking out every last buck
this year,” Eblen said.

Brack, who came to the newspaper from the Des Moines Register, said “This is
a family that cares deeply about the community it covers. It devotes a lot of
resources that would not be committed if it were a publicly owned company.”

Chron i c l e -Tr i b u n e ;  M a r i o n ,  Oh i o
1 9 , 0 0 0  da i ly ;  2 1 , 0 0 0  Sunday

Own e r :  Gann e t t  Co .
Fo r me r  e x e c u t i v e  e d i t o r :  Ju l i e  Me t z g e r

By Terry Greenberg

Editor , The Pantagraph; Bloomington, IL

Juli Metzger became editor of the Daily Advertiser in Lafayette, Louisiana, in
September 2003. Before that, she was editor of the Chronicle Tribune in Marion,
Indiana – her native state. During her time in Marion, the paper won an APME
award for public service for Moment of Truth, a project that addressed problems
in the Marion area. Metzger also launched a number of content changes during
her tenure. 

Question: When did your paper first learn of the Readership Institute survey
results? 
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An investigation of chronic over-
spending by Grant County shows
where the money went and who
is responsible. The same day, a
hard-hitting editorial demanded
-- fix it or resign.



Answer: The research started filtering through statewide organizations and
that’s where I heard about it. I was also aware of Bill Nangle at the Times

of Northwest Indiana working with Northwestern University and editors were
taking some of that back to their newsrooms. At the Chronicle Tribune we’d been
applying the same standards because it just made good sense. It’s not very compli-
cated – find out what the community is interested in the most and cover that. But
the study gave us some validation and is a real tool in making our newspaper bet-
ter. Small newspapers can’t do readership studies and we need to find other ways
as an industry to find out what readers want. Sometimes what they want is pret-
ty universal and that’s what the study said. 

Question: What convinced you to try to respond? 

Answer: We have so many bad daily newspapers in this country because edi-
tors are not engaged in their profession or community. They’re insulated in

the office and dealing with the daily grind. 

Question: Was there a newspaper-wide focus, or would you say the work has
been primarily driven by the newsroom — or even another department? 

Answer: Connecting with readers is more than stories in the newspaper …
it’s about customer service, on-time delivery, answering phones and solving

problems quickly. 

Question: Who ended up being the champions for this work? 

Answer: A core group of editors understood the big picture. (After Moment
of Truth) we created a playbook used in the newsroom of how we’re going

to improve over the next 12-18 months — a newsroom strategic plan. All editors
did MBOs. You take tangible goals and relate them to content. We focused on two
areas of the Sunday paper — an eight-page business section called The Bottom
Line and a standalone classified section on Sundays. The classified idea came from
newsroom because people in the newsroom knew classified drew readers. We had
a high number of bankruptcies so the business section had information about
credit help. It also had business stats, such as bankruptcies and building permits.
Half was local content. We also focused on community champions, people who
do good in the community. A local minister wanted to know which ones were
from his church and he made a big deal of it at church. 

Question: What would you cite as some of the distinguishing characteristics of
your paper and its market? 

Answer: Blue collar, less educated, less affluent — we’ve written stories that
the average resident eats more, drinks more and smokes more than the

average resident in Indiana. Quality of life issues are important. 

Question: Define yourself a bit so I can get a picture of where you started. 
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Answer: I grew up down the road in Muncie and had no intention of get-
ting involved in journalism. My mother had been a bookkeeper for lots of

different companies. I thought I’d be a secretary. My mother kicked dad out of
the house because he wouldn’t get a job. She sold Kirby sweepers door to door to
raise four kids. Nobody had gone to college and it didn’t occur to me I would.
During my junior year of high school I was studying accounting and an English
teacher asked me to work on the high school yearbook. They needed a copy-
writer and had no idea what they were talking about. Then the yearbook adviser
said they heard of an opening at the local paper for a copy clerk. I got the job
and have been working at a newspaper ever since. I went on to Ball State
University in Muncie. I got a master’s degree in communication sciences. I became
a reporter (at the same paper she worked at as a clerk). But soon I saw lots of
thirtysomething white males as editors and could not see a future. I had to leave
my hometown if I was going to stay in journalism. I decided to go into manage-
ment and went to Chillicothe, Ohio, as city editor. That’s where I realized how
much you could do with a small staff and small town. I was there for Desert
Storm and we sent a reporter and photographer to Saudi Arabia. We put out spe-
cial sections and it meant so much for that community. I learned if you can do
this, you can do anything. When I moved to Marion, I realized I wanted this to
be a better place to live and thought, “what can I do?” 

Question: How about other readership work in the areas of service, brand and
culture? Have you seen successes there? 

Answer: In Marion we put together a 24-hour hot sheet for responding to
customers — trying to get away from transferring someone to circulation.

When you get a complaint, whoever picked up call had 24 hours to get problem
fixed. Sometimes it’s so simple, it’s responding to people, being sensitive to what
they want — their paper on time, on the doorstep, accurate. If you do those three
things, you’ll have readers. 

Question: An overall impression from the committee’s review was that papers are
re-instituting projects from the past in efforts to regain closer ties with readers

— community columnists, reader submissions, reader contests, editor or publisher
columns that directly address readers for example. Have you seen this to be true? 

Answer: Readers want to be involved. But I would suggest if it’s not going to
be useful — reader panels, town meetings — some of those things have

been forced. Try something else if it doesn’t work. Maybe it’s better to meet with
readers on issues that will become projects. Before writing a single word on
Moment of Truth, we met with leaders. I’d write a column to say we’ll have a
discussion group at the library to talk about jobs in community. They help tell
you what you should be writing about. Many newspapers think they have all the
answers already. We got answers from ordinary sources. That’s why we have so
much process in newspapers — we don’t have grassroots reporting. 

Question: Have you tried to redefine what is news, or have you re-defined your
approach to news as you went through this process? How did your reporters

take to this idea? 

Answer: You redefine news everyday. It’s what you can tell readers that they
didn’t know the day before. At a deeper level, reporters get interested when
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drilling down deeper into a story. I always cringe when see I story that we
should have taken deeper. Why was there a shortage of substitute teachers?
Because teachers took too many sick days and lots of Fridays and Mondays
because they can. Parents could relate. 

Question: Are you seeing circulation or readership gains you can conclusively
attribute to these changes? Other tangible benefits? 

Answer: We saw circulation gains in home delivery Sunday when we rolled
out those two sections. Overall circulation was about a wash — but with

our economy and people leaving town, what would it have been if we didn’t do
what we did? 

Question: What types of measurement did you try to apply to your work? Did
you have specific goals or targets you tried to meet? What meant success? 

Answer: Individual quality goals, how many errors, how many local bylines,
page flow — things we could measure. Just before I left we started measur-

ing content through a spreadsheet to measure types of stories. 

Question: As you tried to change habits and accomplish this work, what lessons
did you learn? What degree of effort did it — and does it — take to keep it

moving? For example, do you have committees that work on this? How frequently
do they meet or report progress? 

Answer: You take three or four of the best people in the room, draw them
around you real tight and cheerlead it. Everybody wants to be involved. But

they need you to know what direction. 

Question: What other tools do you wish had been available, or do you believe
would still be valuable for helping papers tackle this kind of work? 

Answer: The Readership Institute research, best practices of how people are
using it and road trips they make are the best they can do. Each editor has

to make a choice to get involved. We don’t have enough editors engaged in ways
that will make our profession better. They’re not connected in organizations and
universities. Many are, but many are not. It’s surprising to me how readers will
accept mediocrity for a while, but it will lead to a slow decline. We have to move
quickly and make monumental changes or we’re doomed. 
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Ma r y s v i l l e / Yu b a  (Ca l i f . )  C i t y  A p p e a l -Demo c r at  

More good ideas from small newspapers

Sunday, June 15: Sports 

Using a strong feature writing style, the “Ridin’ and
Ropin’ ” lead story on the high school rodeo champions
connects with younger readers, and draws in non-tradi-
tional Sports readers

Sunday, June 15: Grads 2003 

This standalone, special section lists local graduates,
uses lots of photos and mug shots, and lists accomplish-
ments of the students. A good example of “ordinary
people,” and “sense of community” that connects to the
real lives of readers.

Monday, May 19: Community 

Good use of promo strip at bottom of page to push readers to upcoming
content later in the week. 
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Owen s b o r o  ( K Y )  Me s s e n g e r - I n qu i r e r  

Sunday, June 15: Region 

Interaction with readers encouraged with the
daily “News Tip Line” and credibility enhanced
with the daily “Reporting an error” how-to.
Section also used a breakout to push readers to a
Web site for additional information on a news
story, and included contact information. 

Hend e r s o n  ( Ke n . )  G l e a n e r  

Tuesday, May 20: Page One 

Strong “ordinary people” feature approach to “how I lived
long” tale on 87-year-old Robert Hill. Newspaper also
strengthens credibility with readers by explaining what hap-
pened to its missing weekly TV books. 



Be au f o rt  ( S C )  Ga z e t t e  
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Wednesday, May 28: Page One 

Interesting “push” to stories inside the newspaper with use
of the daily Page One “Top 5 Inside.” Effective promo to
“tomorrow content” at bottom of Page one rail. Connects
with younger readers and families through strong photo play
of local graduation. 

Friday, June 6: Scene 

Clever reader interaction feature called “Have you seen
it,” which encourages readers to identify a local photo-
graph. Increases sense of place and community connec-
tion, and lets readers interact with the newspaper. 



Ca p e  G i r a r d e au  S ou th e a s t  M i s s o u r i a n  
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Friday, June 6: Page One 

Page One also effectively uses the basement strip,
including a delightful touch with the weather: publish-
ing art work by local children.

Friday, June 6: Page One 

Good interaction with readers on an “ordinary people”
topic by soliciting reader stories on why they “love our
country” as part of an upcoming Fourth of July edition. 

Pages were selected by Linda Grist Cunningham

Executive Editor

Rockford (Ill . )  Reg ister-Star



Criteria from Readership Institute research for evaluating
Excellence in Small Newspapers 

Cont e n t  m i x

The newspaper has a good strong blend of news topics: intensely local, govern-
ment and politics, lifestyle, education, religion etc. 

Consider how well marquee pages, such as the front page, convey this variety

Enterprise, or news the newspaper discovers (i.e. not event-based) is a significant
part of the mix

I n - pa p e r  c on t e n t  p r omot i o n

The newspaper points readers to content inside the newspaper that day
(includes rails, strips, boxes, refers)

The newspaper points readers to content in upcoming days 

The promos are attention-getting and effective; sell-pieces

Va r i e t y  o f  w r i t i n g  s t y l e s

The newspaper uses forms in addition to the inverted pyramid to tell stories
and convey information — e.g. feature-style approach; Q&A;  break-out boxes;
graphics; lists

Cl a r i t y

Stories have a point, get to it quickly, and are clearly-written

G o  and  d o  i n f o r m at i o n

Where to, how-to, how much, who to call; directions, locator maps; where to
go for more information on a subject (e.g. web sites, books, TV programs) 

Listings, briefs etc, are organized and presented for reader utility i.e., in ways
that respond to readers’ interests and how they use information

Reporting institutional stories in ways that are relevant to consumers/citizens

Less of what the town council decided and more of how it affects people, what
it means to them
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Loo k s  o u t  f o r  m y  i n t e r e s t s

At a basic level, gives me things to do; is helpful

At a higher level, is a watchdog 

S ome th i n g  to  ta l k  a b o u t

Content that would make me want to share it with a friend or colleague; “hey
Martha” stories; things you can imagine the local talk radio show picking up;
water cooler fodder

Pe o p l e  l i k e  m e

This newspaper is for and about “average” people in this community

Stories about ordinary people

Photos and content that reflect the life of the community

Content that would interest younger adults (18-24)

Events that appeal to them

Issues that concern them

Stories and photos featuring them

Issues of general interest include their perspective

Th e  n ews pa p e r  e x h i b i t s  p e r s o na l i t y

It stands for something

It gives people something to talk about

It is more than just a chronicler of news and information

The newspaper conveys that it cares about the community and readers  (evi-
dence could include an editor’s column addressing reader concerns; stories focus-
ing on the future health/well-being of the community; ample letters to the editor)

Head l i n e s  

Stong, crisp and inviting.

Appropriately sized to signal a clear hierarchy of story importance.
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En e r g y

The newspaper approaches “routine” stories with enthusiasm and creativity

Headlines are strong, crisp, inviting
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Patrick W. Sanders, The Herald Bulletin, Anderson, Ind.
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